NEXT ORAL PRESENTATION

2n ESO

WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
TITLE: A personal story
This oral presentation is related with Peace day (30 January): let’s think about some person
who is a relative (or not) but we know and that somehow in the past had to move from his/her
birthplace to another because of a war, economic problems, difficult situations etc….
Let’s know about his/her story and present it in front of the class.

Instructions:
3 minutes speaking (minimum) and 5 minutes (maximum)
You can bring an image but no PowerPoint

Evaluation according to this rubric:
EXCELLENT (5)

QUITE GOOD
(4)

GOOD (3)

REGULAR (2)

NOT
ACCEPTABLE (1)

PRONOUNCIATION mispronounces Mispronounces Mispronounces Mispronounces It’s very difficult
no words
no more than
no more than
several words
to understand
two words.
three words.
(more than 4)
what is saying
because of its
pronunciation.
FLUENCY
Student is
Student seems Student seems The student is
Student does not
completely
pretty
pretty
somewhat
seem at all
prepared and
prepared but
prepared but
prepared, but
prepared to
has obviously
might have
might have
it is clear that
present.
rehearsed.
needed a
needed a
rehearsal was
There is no
couple more
couple more
lacking.
hesitations.
rehearsals. A
rehearsals.
couple of
Three- four
hesitations.
hesitations.
CLEARNESS
100%-90% of
Speaks clearly
Speaks clearly
Speaks clearly
It’s very difficult
the time
and distinctly
and distinctly
and distinctly
to understand
speaks clearly
most of the
half of the time from time to
what is saying
and distinctly
time (-89%(69%-50%)
time (49%because of it is
70%)
30%)
not clear (-29%
good)
ACCURACY
Uses
Only a couple
Between 3-4
Sometimes
Rarely uses
vocabulary
of mistakes of
mistakes of
speaks in
complete
appropriate
vocabulary and vocabulary and complete
sentences, very
and always
mostly (80quite complete sentences but
difficult to follow
speaks in
90%) speaks in sentences
there are
because there
complete
complete
(50%) and with several
are a lot of
sentences with sentences and only 3 or 4
vocabulary and vocabulary and
no mistakes.
with only a
mistakes of
grammar
grammar
couple of
grammar.
mistakes (more mistakes.
mistakes.
than 5)

